Are you done talking and ready to take action? Get in touch with a select
number of partners impact funds in our Fund Rooms. Fund Rooms seat
approximately ten people, ensuring the quality of conversation and giving
you ample opportunity to ask questions. Get updated with how these funds
are doing and check out new investing opportunities.
** Sign up through events@pymwymic.com to secure your spot **

ABN AMRO Mees Pierson designs and manages a wide range of
sustainable investment and impact funds across asset classes
worldwide. Together with many clients we aim to accelerate the move
towards a sustainable world that benefits our next generations.
Launching Impact Investing 4.0 takes courage and a requires a
different view on risk and returns. We should create and not follow.
We should work together to create maximum impact. Think outside
the box and tell us what new initiative ABN AMRO should launch
where you would Put Your Money In.
https://www.abnamro.com/en/index.html
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Some producer organisations in the South make impressive social
and economic progress. Increasingly, these farmers no longer see
themselves as poor – trying to survive – but as ambitious, rural
entrepreneurs. But, as these organisations grow and expand, they
face a huge obstacle: lack of access to capital. They have outgrown
the microfinance market, but are still too small and fragile to be
eligible for the traditional investment market or even for most social
investors. They are confronted with the so-called missing middle.
Kampani addresses the missing middle: it is a social impact
investment fund designed to unlock the potential of entrepreneurial
farming in the South.
www.kampani.org
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This session is an open invitation to bring your ideas, rather than explore a specific fund opportunity

Triodos Sustainable Equity Fund aims to generate positive impact
and competitive returns from a concentrated portfolio of equities
issued by large-cap companies offering sustainable solutions. The
fund select companies for their contribution to Triodos IM’s seven
sustainable transition themes. Through integrated financial and
sustainability analysis the fund identifies drivers of a company’s longterm value creation and assesses the impact of sustainability on
these drivers. Additionally, the companies must comply with Triodos’
group-wide minimum standards.
https://www.triodos-im.com/funds/triodos-sustainable-equity-fund

Pooling Capital to invest in solutions for worldwide challenges
Kempen Global Impact Pool invests in impact funds that are
characterized by a positive contribution to society and the
environment. In addition, Kempen expects for each impact
investment a market-based financial return, fully integrated ESG
criteria and a positive contribution to at least one of the Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations. The fund allocates its
interests to various asset classes, mainly in private investment
sectors.
https://www.kempen.com/en/funds/global-impact-pool-fa

Wire Conscious Wealth fund provides an inspiring portfolio solution to
invest in the best global impact funds. Wire Group believes we
urgently need to re-invest in social and ecological capital and shift
towards a conscious economy. Based on 10+ years ‘experience, we
now open this fund opportunity beyond our existing client base.
Together we aim for 2x impact multiple and sound financial return,
while activating conscious wealth.
http://www.wire-group.org/

